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Anderson localization of electromagnetic waves in confined dielectric media
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Anderson localization of electromagnetic waves in random arrays of dielectric cylinders confined within a
planar metallic waveguide is studied. The disordered dielectric medium is modeled by a system of randomly
distributed two-dimensional electric dipoles. An effective theoretical approach based on the method of images
is developed. A clear distinction between isolated localized waves~which exist already in finite media! and the
band of localized waves~which appears only in the limit of the infinite medium! is presented. The Anderson
localization emerging in the limit of an infinite medium is observed both in finite-size scaling analysis of
transmission and in the properties of the spectra of some random matrices.@S1063-651X~99!04203-8#

PACS number~s!: 42.25.Fx, 42.25.Hz, 72.10.Fk, 78.20.Ci
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of Anderson localization originates from
vestigations of transport properties of electrons in noncr
talline systems such as amorphous semiconductors or d
dered metals@1#. As pointed out by Anderson, in
sufficiently disordered solid an entire band of spatially loc
ized electronic states can be formed@2,3#. It is natural to
expect that the material in which an entire band of localiz
electronic states exists will be an insulator, whereas the c
of extended states will correspond to a conductor@4#. In this
way the phenomenon of Anderson localization may be
ferred to as a metal-insulator transition@5#. It is a common
believe that localization is a pure interference effect a
originates from multiple scattering of an electron from ra
domly distributed defects in the solid. On the other hand,
multiple scattering and interference are well known pheno
ena for electromagnetic waves and, consequently, sev
generalizations of electron localization to the realm of el
tromagnetic waves have been proposed@6–10#.

The Anderson transition in the propagation of electrom
netic waves can best be observed experimentally in the s
ing properties of the transmissionT. Imagine a slab of thick-
ness L containing randomly distributed nonabsorpti
scatterers. Usually propagation of electromagnetic wave
weakly scattering random media can be described adequ
by a diffusion process@11,12#. Thus the equivalent of Ohm’s
law holds and the transmission decreases linearly with
thickness of the sample, i.e.,T}L21. However, when the
fluctuations of the dielectric constant become large enou
the electromagnetic field ceases to diffuse and become
calized due to interference. Anderson localization occ
when this happens. In such a case the material behaves
optical equivalent of an insulator and the transmission
creases exponentially with the size of the systemT}e2L/j

@7,13#.
A convincing experimental demonstration that Anders

transition is indeed possible in three-dimensional disorde
dielectric structures has been given recently@14#. The
strongly scattering medium has been provided by semic
ductor powders with a very large refractive index. By d
creasing the average particle size it was possible to obse
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clear transition from linear scaling of transmission (T
}L21) to an exponential decay (T}e2L/j). Some localiza-
tion effects have been also reported in previous experim
on microwave localization in copper tubes filled with meta
lic and dielectric spheres@15#. However, the latter experi
ments were plagued by large absorption, which makes
interpretation of the data quite complicated.

Another experiment on microwave localization has be
performed in a two-dimensional medium@16#. The scattering
chamber was set up as a collection of dielectric cylind
randomly placed between two parallel aluminum plates
half the sites of a square lattice. These authors attributed
observed sharp peaks of transmission to the existence o
calized modes and measured the energy density of the e
tromagnetic field localized by their random structures.

In this paper we develop a simple yet reasonably reali
theoretical approach to Anderson localization of electrom
netic waves in two-dimensional dielectric media confin
within a metallic waveguide. The results of our previous p
pers @17,18# dealing with the free space configurations a
now extended to encompass the case of nontrivial bound
conditions. A sound physical interpretation in terms of tran
mission experiment is also proposed.

It should be stressed that the boundary conditions con
ered in this paper are different from those encountered in
experiment of Ref.@16#. To minimize the effect of the wave
reflected off the edges of the scattering chamber, its per
eter was lined with a layer of microwave absorber. The
fore, to model that particular experiment, it is appropriate
use the free space boundary conditions~as we did in our
previous papers@17,18#!. Results presented here sugge
however, that it is easier to observe the localized states
dielectric cylinders confined to a metallic waveguide than
the case of open geometry. An experimental verification
our predictions seems feasible and it would allow a dee
understanding of localization phenomena in two-dimensio
media.

By confining a system of randomly distributed dielectr
cylinders into a planar metallic waveguide, we are able
observe clear signs of Anderson localization already forN
5100 scatterers. One of the indicators of localization is
phase transition in the spectra of certain random matr
3655 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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3656 PRE 59MARIAN RUSEK AND ARKADIUSZ ORŁOWSKI
already discovered~for free space situation! in our previous
paper@18#. This property of random Green functions is no
generalized to the case of a confined dielectric med
~where the Green function is different!. It may be interpreted
as an appearance of the band of localized electromagn
waves emerging in the limit of the infinite medium. A co
nection between this phenomenon and a dramatic inhibi
of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a spati
random dielectric medium is provided. A clear distinctio
between isolated localized waves~which do exist in finite
confined media! and the band of localized waves~which ap-
pears in the limit of an infinite random medium! is also pre-
sented.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introdu
the basic assumptions of our model. The explicit express
for the transmission and reflection coefficients are derived
Sec. III the method of images is recalled and applied for
configuration. We arrive at the system of linear Lippman
Schwinger-like equations determining the polarization of
medium for a given incident wave. In Sec. IV a numeric
transmission experiment is performed. Sharp peaks of tr
mission are observed and attributed to the existence of lo
ized modes. The finite size scaling of transmission indica
an exponential decay relevant for Anderson localization
Sec. V localized waves are related to certain eigenvector
the system of linear equations obtained in Sec. III. A ph
transition in the spectra of random matrices whose elem
are equal to the Green function calculated for the differen
between positions of any pair of scatterers is discovered.
interpreted as an appearance of a band of localized ele
magnetic waves emerging in the limit of the infinite mediu
We finish with a discussion as well as with some comme
and conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

In the following we study the properties of the stationa
solutions of the Maxwell equations in two-dimensional m
dia consisting of randomly placed parallel dielectric cyli
ders of infinite height~i.e., very long as compared to th
wavelength of the electromagnetic field!. This means that
one, say (y), out of three dimensions is translationally in
variant and only the remaining two (x,z) are random. The
main advantage of this two-dimensional approximation
that we can restrict ourselves to the scalar theory of elec
magnetic waves@17#:

EW ~rW,t !5Re$eW y E~x,z! e2 ivt%. ~1!

Consequently, the polarization of the medium takes the fo

PW ~rW,t !5Re$eW yP~x,z! e2 ivt%. ~2!

The model predictions can be compared with rigorous
merical simulations@19–21#.

Localization of electromagnetic waves in 2D media
usually studied experimentally in microstructures consist
of dielectric cylinders with diameters and mutual distanc
being comparable to the wavelength@16#. However, it seems
to be a reasonable assumption that what really counts fo
basic features of localization is the scattering cross sec
and not the real geometrical size of the scatterer itself. Th
tic
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fore, we will represent the dielectric cylinders located at t
points (xa ,za) by single 2D electric dipoles:

P~x,z!5 (
a51

N

pa d~2!~x2xa ,z2za!. ~3!

In the present model we place the dielectric cylinders~3!
between two infinite, perfectly conducting mirrors describ
by the equationsx50 andx5d. For simplicity, we consider
only the case where the cylinders are oriented parallel to
mirrors. Moreover, our discussion will be restricted to t
frequencies from the following range:

p,k d,2p, ~4!

wherek5v/c is the wave number in vacuum. Thus in th
planar waveguide formed by the two parallel mirrors se
rated by a distanced, only oneguided TE mode exists@22#:

E ~0!~x,z!5
2

Ab d
sin~a x! eib z, ~5!

where the propagation constants are given by

a5
p

d
, b5Ak22a2. ~6!

A brief discussion of other cases is given in the final sect
of this paper.

The total field that can be measuredfar from the cylinders
is fully described by the reflectionr and transmissiont co-
efficients:

E~x,z!5H E ~0!~x,z!1r E ~0!* ~x,z! for z→2`

t E ~0!~x,z! for z→1`.
~7!

Using the Lorentz theorem and repeating the straightforw
but lengthly calculations~see, e.g.,@22#! we easily arrive at
the following expressions determining the transmission co
ficient:

t511 ip k2 (
a51

N

pa E ~0!* ~xa ,za! ~8!

and the reflection coefficient

r5 ip k2 (
a51

N

pa E ~0!~xa ,za!, ~9!

for given dipole momentspa . In the following section we
will relate pa to the values of the incident field calculated
the positions of the cylindersE (0)(xa ,za).

III. METHOD OF IMAGES

A simple way to take into account the boundary con
tions of parallel mirrors and their influence on the elect
magnetic field is to use the method of images. This techni
has been used, i.e., in QED calculations of spontane
emission in cavities@23,24#. To reproduce the correct bound
ary conditions on the radiation field of each cylinder~3!, the
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PRE 59 3657ANDERSON LOCALIZATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC . . .
mirrors are replaced by an array of image cylinders wh
phases alternate in sign:

P~x,z!5 (
a51

N

(
j 52`

`

~21! j pa d~2!~x2xa
~ j ! ,z2za!, ~10!

where

xa
~ j !5~21! j xa1 jd. ~11!

Thus a finite system of dielectric cylinders~3! placed within
a metallic waveguide is fully equivalent to an infinite syste
of cylinders ~10! forming a slab in a free space. This fa
allows us to utilize some results from our previous pa
concerning dielectric cylinders in free space@17#.

It is now a well-established fact that to use safely t
point-scatterer approximation it is essential to use a repre
tation for the cylinders that conserves energy in the sca
ing processes. In the case of a system of cylinders in
space, this requirement gives the following form of the co
pling between the dipole momentpa and the electric field
incident on the cylinderE8(xa ,za) @17#:

ip k2 pa5
eif21

2
E8~xa ,za!. ~12!

The same result holds also for a system of cylinders pla
in a metallic waveguide~10!. In this case the field acting o
the ath cylinder,

E8~xa ,za!5E ~0!~xa ,za!1
eif21

2 (
b51

N

GabE8~xb ,zb!,

~13!

is the sum of the incident guided modeE (0), which obeys the
Maxwell equations in an empty waveguide, and waves s
tered by all other cylindersand by all images. Thus, in the
present model theG matrix from Eq.~13! needs to be de
fined differently than in Ref.@17#:

ip Gab52 (
rab

~ j !Þ0

~21! j K0~2 ikrab
~ j !!, ~14!

where

rab
~ j !5A~xa2xa

~ j !!21~za2zb!2 ~15!

denotes the distance between theath cylinder and thej th
image of thebth cylinder andK0 is the modified Besse
function of the second kind. Note that summation in Eq.~14!
is performed over allj, for which rab

( j )Þ0.
The system of linear equations~13! fully determines the

field acting on each cylinderE8(xa ,za) for a given field of
the guided modeE (0)(xa ,za) incident on the system. Analo
gous relationships between the stationary outgoing wave
the stationary incoming wave are known in the general s
tering theory as the Lippmann-Schwinger equations@25#. If
we solve Eqs.~13! and use Eqs.~12! to find pa , then we are
able to find the transmission and reflection coefficients gi
by Eqs.~8! and ~9!.
e
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IV. TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT

The actual properties of physical systems have to be
served experimentally and it is not enough just to know
properties of the stationary solutions of the Maxwell equ
tions. These are only theoretical tools. Experiments d
rather with measurable quantities and, for many pract
problems, a natural quantity to look for is the transmiss
T5utu2 of a finite system of characteristic sizeL and its
dependence onL. As a simple example let us consider
system ofN cylinders placed between the mirrors separa
by a distancek d53p/2. The cylinders are distributed ran
domly with constant uniform densityn51 cylinder per
wavelength squared. Therefore for eachN the size of the
system is proportional to the number of cylindersL}N. The
images of the cylinders from Eq.~10! were summed fromj
5250 000 toj 550 000. In Fig. 1 we present the log-linea
plot of the transmissionT as a function of the number o
cylindersN calculated for a fixed value off521. It follows
from inspection of this figure thatT}e2L/j. This proves that
in the limit L→` our system indeed supports a localiz
state and behaves as an optical insulator. Conseque
Anderson localization occurs when this happens.

In Fig. 2 we plot the transmissionT of the systems ofN
51,10,100 cylinders as a function of the phase shift o
single cylinderf. We see that in the caseN51 the incident
wave is totally reflected for asingle value off5f0 . Note
that not necessarilyuf0u5p, and therefore for this value o
f the total scattering cross sections of an individual dielec-
tric cylinder @17,18#,

ks52~12cosf!, ~16!

does not approach its maximal value. However, for syste
containingN510 andN5100 the entireregionsof the val-
ues of phase shiftsf exist for whichT.0. They are sepa-
rated by narrow maxima of transmission. Moreover, insp
tion of Fig. 2 suggests that in the limitN→` the number of
these maxima increases and simultaneously they became
rower and sharper. Therefore, we may expect that for su

FIG. 1. TransmissionT of the system of dielectric cylinders
described by the phase shiftsf521 placed randomly in a plana
metallic waveguide plotted as a function of the number of cylind
N.
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3658 PRE 59MARIAN RUSEK AND ARKADIUSZ ORŁOWSKI
ciently largeN the incident waves will be totally reflected fo
almost anyf except the discrete setf5f l for which the
transmission is close to unity. Physically speaking this me
that different realizations of a sufficiently large system
randomly placed cylinders are hardly distinguishable fr
each other by a transmission experiment.

It follows from inspection of Eqs.~8! and ~9! that the
maximum of transmissionT5utu251 ~and minimum of re-
flection R5uru250, because the medium is nondissipativ!
corresponds to the case when the polarization of the med
fulfills the following condition:

(
a51

N

pa E ~0!* ~xa ,za!5 (
a51

N

pa E ~0!~xa ,za!50. ~17!

This means that in the expansion of the field radiated by
medium into waveguide modes, the coefficients near gui
modes Eq.~5! vanish. Therefore the radiated field consis
only of evanescent modes with imaginary propagation c
stantsb and thus it is exponentially localized in the vicinit
of the medium. In the next section we will show that such
field can exist also without any incident wave and theref
represents a trulylocalizedwave.

Analogously, for a random and infiniteone-dimensional
system one can prove mathematically@26# that incident
waves are totally reflected for ‘‘almost any’’ frequency, i.e
except the discrete set~of zero measure! for which the trans-
mission is equal to unity. It can be shown that this dense
of discrete frequencies~see the Furstenberg theorem@27#!
corresponds to the band of localized one-dimensional wa

Let us mention that according to the scaling theory
localization @13#, any degree of disorder will lead to loca
ization in one and two dimensions, while in three dimensio
a certain critical degree of disorder is needed before lo
ization will set in. Our calculations certainly do not exclud
the possibility that in an infinite 2D medium Anderson loca
ization may occur forf→0. However, as follows from Fig
2 ~dealing with finite media!, with increasing size of the
system the signs of Anderson localization appearfaster for
ufu.p than for other values off.

FIG. 2. TransmissionT of the systems ofN51,10,100 dielectric
cylinders placed randomly in a planar metallic waveguide plotted
a function of the phase shift of a single cylinderf.
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V. LOCALIZED WAVES

By definition, an electromagnetic wave is localized in
certain region of space if its magnitude is~at least! exponen-
tially decaying in any direction from this region. We wi
show now that electromagnetic waves localized in the s
tem of dielectric cylinders placed in a planar metallic wav
guide correspond to nonzero solutionsEl8(xa ,za)Þ0 of Eqs.
~13! for the incoming wave equal to zero, i.e.,E (0)(x,z)
[0. Note that we added an indexl which labels the localized
waves.

Indeed, let us suppose that the field is exponentially loc
ized. This means that there are no guided modes in the
diation field. Therefore~as shown in the preceding section!,
Eq. ~17! holds. Using Eq.~12!, we see that the vector forme
by the values of the field acting on the cylinders isorthogo-
nal to the vector formed by the values of incident field ca
culated at the positions of the cylinders:

(
a51

N

El8~xa ,za! E ~0!* ~xa ,za!50. ~18!

But simultaneouslyEl8(xa ,za) is a solution of a system o
linear Eqs.~13! where E (0)(xa ,za) is the right-hand side.
ThereforeEl8(xa ,za) is also a solution of Eqs.~13! with
E (0)(xa ,za)[0. Note that in this case the latter system
equations is equivalent to theeigenproblemfor the Gab ma-
trix:

(
b51

N

GabEl8~xb ,zb!5l l El8~xa ,za!, ~19!

where

1

l l
5

eif l21

2
. ~20!

The proof works also the other way round. Suppose t
El8(xa ,za) is a solution of Eqs.~13! for E (0)(xa ,za)[0. As
the considered medium is nondissipative, the time aver
energy stream integrated over a closed surface surroundi
must vanish. This means that there are again no gui
modes in the radiation field@which in the caseE (0)(x,z)
[0 is equal to the total field#. Therefore Eq.~17! holds and
the wave is localized.

Let us stress that Eq.~20! can be fulfilledonly if the real
part of an eigenvalue satisfies

Rel l521. ~21!

The imaginary part of the eigenvalue and the phase shift
then related by

tan
f l

2
52

1

Im l l
. ~22!

Therefore only those eigenvectorsEl8(xa ,za) of theGab ma-
trix which correspond to the eigenvaluesl l satisfying the
condition~21! may be related to localized waves. Moreove
those waves can exist only if the phase shiftf which deter-
mines the scattering properties of the cylinders is equal to

s
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PRE 59 3659ANDERSON LOCALIZATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC . . .
corresponding valuef l given by Eq.~22!. As discussed in
Sec. IV, they are the same values off for which the trans-
mission is equal to unity.

Let us now apply our model to a certain system of cyl
ders located at fixed points (xa ,za) between the mirrors
separated by a fixed distanced. These cylinders are describe
by a dielectric constante(v) and radiusR. Thus the param-
eter f from Eq. ~12! which is directly related to the tota
scattering cross sections of an individual dielectric cylinder
still remains a function of the frequency, i.e.,f5f(v).
Note that theGab matrix from Eq.~14! ~and its eigenvalues
l l) depends on positions of the cylinders (k xa , k za) and the
thickness of the waveguidek d both rescaled in wavelengths
Thus the values off l given by Eq.~22! which correspond to
localized waves should also be regarded as functions of
quency, i.e.,f l5f l(v). This means that in the system co
sidered, the localized waves~and resonances of transmissio!
appear atdiscretefrequenciesv l determined by the crossin
points of the functionsf andf l :

f~v l !5f l~v l !. ~23!

Note that in finite dielectric media no localized states
supported by Maxwell’s equations in two dimensions@17#.
However, this is not the case with confined media, wh
localized waves do exist even in finite media. Therefore
clear distinction between localized waves with isolated f
quencies and the dense band of localized waves~due to
Anderson localization! is needed. We show now that th
distinction may be provided by investigation of a phase tr
sition which occurs in the limit ofN→` in the spectra of
Gab matrices corresponding to systems of randomly dist
uted dielectric cylinders.

To support this statement in Fig. 3 we plot the spectr
l l of a G matrix ~diagonalized numerically! corresponding to
a certain specific configuration ofN5100 cylinders placed
randomly with the uniform densityn51 cylinder per wave-
length squared. We see that quite a lot of eigenvalues
located near the Rel521 axis. As will be discussed below
this is a universal property of 2DG matrices, not restricted to
this specific realization of the system only. To prove the

FIG. 3. Spectruml of the matrixGab corresponding to a system
of N5100 dielectric cylinders placed randomly in a planar meta
waveguide.
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e

e
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e

statements we diagonalize numerically theG matrix ~14! for
102 different distributions ofN5100 cylinders. Then we
construct a two-dimensional histogram of eigenvaluesl l
from all distributions. It approximates the correspondi
probability distribution P(l) which is normalized in the
standard way*d2l P(l)51. In Fig. 4 we have the surfac
plot of the functionP(l). It clearly shows that for all con-
figurations~without, maybe, a set of zero measure! most ei-
genvalues are located near the Rel521 axis. This ten-
dency is more and more pronounced with increasing size
the system measured byN. Our numerical investigations in
dicate that in the limit of an infinite medium, the probabili
distribution under consideration will tend to thed function in
the real part:

lim
N→`

P~l!5d~Rel11! f ~ Im l!. ~24!

This means that in this limit for almost any random distrib
tion of the cylinders, an infinite number of eigenvalues s
isfies the condition Eq.~21!. It is therefore reasonable t
expect that in the case of a random and infinite system
countable set of frequenciesv l corresponding to localized
waves becomesdensein some finite interval. But it is always
difficult to separate such frequencies from frequencies wh
may be arbitrarily near and physically the spectrum is alw
a coarse-grained object. Therefore in the limit of an infin
medium an entirebandof spatially localized electromagneti
waves appears.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Anderson localization of electromagnetic waves in ra
dom arrays ofN dielectric cylinders confined within a plana
metallic waveguide of thicknessd has been studied. In study
ing the properties of the stationary solutions of the Maxw
equations in such two-dimensional media, several partic
cases may be considered (k d5p is the cutoff thickness of
the waveguide!. For N50 andk d,p there are no guided

FIG. 4. Density of eigenvaluesP(l) of the matrixGab calcu-
lated from 102 distributions ofN5100 cylinders.
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3660 PRE 59MARIAN RUSEK AND ARKADIUSZ ORŁOWSKI
modes in the waveguide as well as no localized waves. T
case is analogous to the electronic band gap in a solid.N
.0 andk d,p there are still no guided modes in the wav
guide but localized waves can appear for any distribution
the cylinders. It is again analogous to the solid state phy
situation where isolated perturbations of the periodicity
crystals ~like impurities or lattice defects! can lead to the
formation of localized electronic states with energies with
the forbidden band. Another possibility corresponds toN
50 andk d.p. In this case there are guided modes but
system supports no localized waves. This is very simila
the conductance band in solids. Guided modes correspon
extended electronic states described by Bloch functions
this paper we have performed a detailed study of the reg
whereN.0 andk d.p. For this range of parameters the
are both guided modes and resonances of transmission.
lated localized waves can be seen for certain distribution
-
,

.

in

e

tic
is

f
cs
f

e
o
to
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so-
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the cylinders. The signs of Anderson localization emerg
in the limit of an infinite medium can be observed both
analysis of transmission and in the properties of the spe
of certain random matrices. Eventually let us consider a l
iting case ofN→` andk d.p. Now the guided modes no
longer exist in the waveguide. Instead a band of localiz
waves will be formed for any distribution of the cylinders.
is an interesting analog of the Anderson localization in no
crystalline solids such as amorphous semiconductors or
ordered metals.
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